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“Letting in the Light” 

 

It’s the first Sunday of Advent and the countdown to Christmas has begun! 

Outside these walls, we are focused on a future four weeks away –  

 cards to send, gifts to prepare, cookies to bake, homes to decorate –  

 so much to do in so little time! 

But inside these walls, as we set about with our hearts set on beginnings –  

 beginning a new season, beginning a new church year,  

 this gospel text about endings slams into us with great force, bringing our sense of time to an abrupt halt. 

Most probably this disruption to our sense of time, brought about by the collision of beginnings and endings, 

 is intentional –  

  to remind us that, as Christians, we are called, not to live in the future or the past, but in the here & now. 

So in Advent, we begin, not with the story itself, but with the reason for the story. 

On Christmas Eve, the main character will step onto the stage,  

 but until then, there’s a backstory that must be told.  

The color of the season is blue for hope, 

 but to talk about hope without acknowledging despair is meaningless. 

The symbol of the season is the growing light from candles,  

 but to talk about light without acknowledging darkness is senseless. 

As anyone who has experienced the healing power of the 12-step program knows,  

 we can’t be helped until we acknowledge that we need help.  

 

One of the most powerful presentations I ever heard was from M. Scott Peck  

 who spoke about the difference between the pseudo community that is found it most congregations  

  and the genuine community to which the Church is called.   

Pseudo community is the kind that glosses over differences, that pretends that we are all the same,  

 that values agreement over diversity of opinion, that believes that unity is achieved when dissenters leave. 

Like a building that has received attentive cosmetic repairs,  

  a pseudo community may look perfectly fine at first; 

 but look closer, and underneath the shiny new paint, you will find cracks in the foundation. 

Whenever Peck was brought in to empower an organization, he began by undertaking a very painful process -- 

 by moving beyond the similarities to the differences, and beyond the agreements to the disagreements, 

  exposing every crack, until any unity that the organization had thought it had, was utterly shattered,  

   and everyone (including Peck himself) felt entirely hopeless.   

And then in the midst of a hell of hopelessness, he would ask them to be silent and wait.  

And they would wait.  And wait.  And wait.   

And then, Peck said, eventually something amazing would happen –  

 the thing which we Christians call the Spirit would began its work of healing the brokenness  

  and transforming the fragile pseudo community into a genuine community,  

   strong enough to contain all the diversity, differences, and disagreements of its members. 

What Peck did was the Advent work of dragging despair to hope, and darkness to light.  



 

This is our Advent work, as well. 

As an RIC congregation, we promised to be a safe place for our LGBTQ brothers and sisters –  

 and we have not kept our promise.   

We have not been as inclusive and hospitable as we have wanted to be. 

We have not treated one another with the love and respect that Jesus demands of his followers.   

We have assumed the worst, rather than the best of each other;  

 we have spoken about, rather than to, one another; 

 and we have spread negative feelings rather than positive ones..  

 

In this season of Advent, we are called to confess that we are all sinners, that we are all broken.   

And that is why we come to this place –  

 to say we are sorry for our sins and to bring our brokenness to be mended. 

In this season of Advent, we are called to acknowledge  

 that we are not perfect and there are cracks in our foundations, both as individuals and as a congregation. 

And that is why we come. 

As Leonard Cohen writes in his song, “Anthem”, 

 “Ring the bells that still can ring Forget your perfect offering  

 There is a crack, a crack in everything That's how the light gets in.  

 That's how the light gets in. That's how the light gets in.” 

 

Today our Advent readings call us to let the light in. 

The prophet Isaiah calls us to “live in the light of God”  [Isaiah 2:5], 
 and the apostle Paul calls us to “put on the armor of light”  [Romans 13:12]. 

 

To do that, two things are needed. 

 First, we must allow God’s light to penetrate the darkness  

  through the cracks and brokenness of our own bodies, minds, hearts, and spirits. 

 And second, we are called to spread that light. 

  What that means is that in each and every moment of our lives,  

  in each and every interaction that we have, 

   we have a choice:   

    we can spread the darkness of fear and doubt and anger and pain,  

    or we can spread the light of faith and hope and love and joy. 

  No matter who we meet, no matter what they say, no matter how they treat us, 

   we can choose to respond in a way that reflects the darkness and hate of the world around us, 

   or we can choose to respond in a way that reflects God’s light and love. 

 

How can we do that?   

Well, today we give you a gift that we hope will bring light into your life and into the lives of those around you. 

When you come forward for communion this morning, we invite each family to take an envelope, 

 and as it shines light on and through you, I hope you will share your stories.   

 

Today our Advent readings call us to let the light in. 

The prophet Isaiah calls us to “live in the light of God”, 

 and the apostle Paul calls us to “put on the armor of light”. 

 

We are each sinner and saint, broken and beautiful, imperfect beings, every one of us cracked. 

And still God calls and gathers us. 

 “Ring the bells that still can ring Forget your perfect offering  

 There is a crack, a crack in everything That's how the light gets in.” 

May the light of God shine through every one of our cracks this day and always.  Amen  


